CONCENTRATED COMPETENCE IN MALT PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING

Let’s talk about your needs in person. Our professionals are at your service.
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Food Processing Plants
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Welcome to the Process Professionals from Zeppelin Systems GmbH

ONE FOR ALL

FOR MOMENTS OF JOY

Small Grain, Big Potential

Process barley means turning a valuable raw material into high-quality products – which means the highest demands are rightly placed on each individual process step. At Zeppelin Systems GmbH, we will find every piece of equipment you need: whether silo or conveyor system, weighing system or steaming plant, individual components or turnkey malting plants. We reliably accompany your process from raw material intake to derooting. Benefit from our many years of expertise and create the conditions for sustainable success.

Specialized in Your Specialties

As we all know, we can’t control people’s choice for taste but we can find the most efficient way to achieve it. Take this path together with Zeppelin Systems GmbH and rely on our high-performance components in malt processing as well. For brewery products, we are rated “First Class”.

Small Grain, Big Potential

The purer the raw material, the higher the output and higher quality.

A Clean Deal

Clean solutions shine, conveying systems are free of contamination.

But a Perfect Fit

Whether dry or wet, conveying method. (wet & dry)

With Precision

Our screening machines are special solutions: for the most precise weighing steeping germination & kilning & roasting.

With Vision

Clean, dry & Gentile. Our cleaning & sorting systems combine automation & energy use with increased reliability and higher quality.

Precision meets Performance

We supply plant technology for the entire barley processing chain: from raw material intake to derooting. Benefit from our many years of expertise and create the conditions for sustainable success.

One for all...

FOR MALT

All for Malt

Put your trust in our expertise.

With the right tools – because for brewers, the higher the throughput of the product, the better, the higher the efficiency and the day after.

Malthouse Brewery
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